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Abstract

Wide variation for morphological traits exists in Bras-

sica rapa and the genetic basis of this morphological

variation is largely unknown. Here is a report on

quantitative trait loci (QTL) analysis of flowering time,

seed and pod traits, growth-related traits, leaf morphol-

ogy, and turnip formation in B. rapa using multiple

populations. The populations resulted from crosses

between the following accessions: Rapid cycling,

Chinese cabbage, Yellow sarson, Pak choi, and a Japa-

nese vegetable turnip variety. A total of 27 QTL

affecting 20 morphological traits were detected, in-

cluding eight QTL for flowering time, six for seed traits,

three for growth-related traits and 10 for leaf traits. One

major QTL was found for turnip formation. Principal

component analysis and co-localization of QTL in-

dicated that some loci controlling leaf and seed-related

traits and those for flowering time and turnip formation

might be the same. The major flowering time QTL

detected in all populations on linkage group R02 co-

localized with BrFLC2. One major QTL, controlling

turnip formation, was also mapped at this locus. The

genes that may underly this QTL and comparative

analyses between the four populations and with Arabi-

dopsis thaliana are discussed.

Key words: Brassica rapa, comparative mapping, flowering

time, morphological traits, multiple populations, quantitative

trait loci.

Introduction

Brassica rapa is an important species of the genus
Brassica, which provides both rapeseed oil, fodder, and
vegetables contributing to the world economy and to the
health of people as a source of beneficial nutrients. During
the long history of breeding and selection, a variety of
forms have been selected for use as oilseeds, leafy
vegetables and turnips.
Up to now, limited information is available on the

inheritance of morphological traits in this species. Genetic
studies aiming at the identification of loci controlling
morphological variation have illustrated the complex
genetic control of the many quantitatively inherited traits
in B. rapa (Song et al., 1995; Yu et al., 2003). The study
of the genetics of the morphology of the curd in Brassica
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oleracea (Lan and Paterson, 2000; Sebastian et al., 2002),
is an example of the analysis of the genetic basis for
morphological and developmental traits in other Brassica
species. A recent review on Arabidopsis (Koornneef et al.,
2004) indicated that co-location of QTL for floral, leaf
morphology, and other growth-related traits provided clear
evidence for a modular genetic architecture, where similar
loci control a number of related processes. Modularity
implies that the quantitative expression of particular traits
tends to vary in a co-ordinated and structured manner.
One of the mechanisms that can cause modularity is
genetic correlation among traits, due to pleiotropy or
extremely tight linkage (Conner, 2002). Linking the
studies of Arabidopsis with Brassica is feasible nowadays
because the syntenic relationships are better established
(Kim et al., 2006; Parkin et al., 2005; Suwabe et al.,
2006).
Among the agronomic traits, flowering time is one of

the most important traits and wide variation exists among
B. rapa. It is affected by the growing season and thus
varieties are bred for specific geographical regions and
seasons. In the Brassicaceae family, many studies have
examined QTL affecting flowering time in different
environments using different populations. In Arabidopsis,
the largest difference in flowering time among ecotypes
appears to be due to allelic variation at the FLC (Flower-
ing locus C) and FRI (FRIGIDA) loci (Koornneef et al.,
2004; Engelmann and Purugganan, 2006). In B. oleracea,
two or three genome regions containing QTL for flower-
ing time have been identified (Kennard et al., 1994;
Bohuon et al., 1998; Rae et al., 1999). Recently four FLC
copies were isolated in B. oleracea: BoFLC2 probably
contributes to the control of flowering time, while
BoFLC1, BoFLC3, and BoFLC5 were found to be
unlinked to the QTLs controlling flowering time (Okazaki
et al., 2007). In B. nigra, Lagercrantz’s group observed
that a genomic region, which is co-linear with the top of
chromosome 5 of Arabidopsis, was associated with
flowering time variation and suggested CO as a likely
candidate gene for this flowering time QTL. Furthermore,
they compared the genetics of flowering time in four
Brassica species and concluded that for CO, and not for
FLC, duplicated copies were likely candidates for flower-
ing time QTL (Lagercrantz et al., 2002; Osterberg et al.,
2002).
In B. rapa, several QTL (VFR1, VFR2, and VFR3; FR1,

FR2, and FR3) for flowering time were identified in an F2
and a recombinant inbred line population derived from
a cross between an annual and a biennial oil type
(Teutonico and Osborn, 1994; Osborn et al., 1997). VFR2
was estimated to have a large effect and was suggested to
be homologous to FLC of Arabidopsis. A further study
confirmed that VFR2 locates at the BrFLC1 locus, FR1 at
the position of BrFLC2 and FR2 at BrFLC5; VFR1 was
mapped on R02 close to a region syntenic to the MAF

(MADS Affecting Flowering) region at the bottom of
chromosome 5 in Arabidopsis. These three B. rapa
flowering time genes BrFLC2, BrFLC3, and BrFLC1
were assigned to linkage groups R02, R03, and R10,
respectively (Kole et al., 2001; Schranz et al., 2002; Kim
et al., 2006).
Bolting time has also been analysed under different

conditions in a population derived from a cross between
two heading Chinese cabbages, and 10 QTL located on
six linkage groups were identified (Ajisaka et al., 2001;
Nishioka et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006). However, these
linkage groups were not assigned to the reference linkage
groups and therefore it is not possible to compare these
QTL to other flowering time QTL. In general, it seems
that the multiple copies of Brassica genes homologous to
flowering time genes, especially those at the top of
chromosome 5 of Arabidopsis such as FLC and CO,
contribute to the wide variation in flowering time in the
genus Brassica.
All the research described above used oil-type B. rapa

for mapping flowering time genes and it is interesting to
know what is the genetic variation for flowering time in
the other B. rapa types. In a previous study, the relation-
ship between accessions was revealed by AFLP finger-
printing in a large collection of B. rapa (Zhao et al.,
2005). One finding was that genetic distance was more
related to geographical origin (East Asia versus Europe)
than to the different morpho-types. This prompted further
investigation of the genetic relationships by crossing
genotypes with different morpho-types and geographical
origins.
In this study, a number of segregating populations with

parents selected from the three main groups that are
distinguished in B. rapa (the oil-, leafy-, and turnip types)
were used to dissect plant morphology genetically. The aim
was to detect QTL for morphological traits using multiple
populations derived from three different main B. rapa
morpho-types.

Materials and methods

Plant materials and growing conditions

Three different types of populations were developed from wide
crosses between B. rapa accessions. The parental accessions were
selected based on their origins, morphological types, and their
AFLP patterns, which were described in a previous study (Zhao
et al., 2005).
The F2/3 (RC-CC) population (178 F2 plants) was produced from

a cross between a Rapid cycling line RC-144 (accession number:
FIL501) and a vegetable type Chinese cabbage line CC-156
(cultivar: Huang Yang Bai; accession number: VO2A0030). Both
F2 and F3 were used to evaluate flowering time, plant height, leaf
traits, and seed weight in three experiments (Table 1). In the case of
the F3 lines 10 plants per line were grown for phenotypic analysis.
Double haploid (DH) populations were developed from crosses
between the oil type Yellow sarson YS-143 (accession number:
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FIL500) and the vegetable types Pak choi PC-175 (cultivar: Nai Bai
Cai; accession number: VO2B0226) and Vegetable turnip VT-115
(cultivar: Kairyou Hakata; accession number: CGN15199). A total
of 135 lines including 71 lines from population DH-38 (PC-
1753YS-143), 64 lines from population DH-30 (VT-1153YS-143)
were analysed for flowering time, leaf traits, seed colour, and seed
pod traits. DH-30 was also used to evaluate turnip formation. Five
plants per DH line were grown in pots for the greenhouse
experiment, and three plants per DH lines with two replications for
the open field experiment.
An additional backcross (BC1) population of 136 plants [(VT-

1153YS-143)3VT-115] was developed from a cross between one
F1 plant (VT-1153YS-143) and one plant of parental accession VT-
115. Both flowering time and turnip formation were analysed in this
population.

Trait analysis

In total, 22 traits related to flowering, seed, growth (plant height
and branch number), leaf and turnip formation were recorded in
1–4 populations. The traits and their description are shown in
Table 2.

The leaf characteristics were scored on a fully developed leaf
before flowering stage at a fixed date and subdivided in lamina
length (LL), lamina width (LW), petiole length (PL), and leaf edge
shape (LES) as illustrated in Fig. 1a. The values of leaf area (LA),
LL, LW, and PL in DH-38 and DH-30 were obtained by analysing
the leaf photographs using Scion Image (Scion Corparation, MD,
USA, http://rsb.info.nih.gov/nih-image), where the leaf photographs
were digitally processed with the Irfanview program (http://
www.irfanview.com). The values of LL and LW of F3 plants were
measured using a ruler. The mature and dried seedpod traits were
measured once on harvested siliques in the greenhouse experiment
of spring 2005. Seedpod characteristics are shown in Fig. 1a.

Map alignment and target markers for flowering time genes

Linkage analysis and map construction for F2/3, DH-38, DH-30, and
BC1 were carried out using the program Joinmap 3.0 (Van Ooijen
and Voorrips, 2001) (G Bonnema, unpublished data). All the maps
were aligned based on common SSR markers and compared with
the JWF3p map available on the Brassica rapa Genome Project
(BrGP) website (www.Brassica-rapa.org). Seven flowering-time-
related genes or their flanking SSR markers were selected from the

Table 1. Experimental setup for multiple populations

Trial Sowing date Conditions Location Population

Types Day length Temperature
(max/min)

04sp Jan. 2004 Non-heated greenhouse Natural day length (12–14 h) 5 �C /25 �C Beijing, China F2 (178 plants)
05spcn Jan. 2005 Non-heated greenhouse Natural day length (12–14 h) 10 �C /30 �C Beijing, China F3 (125 lines)
05wi Sep, 2005 Heated greenhouse Controlled day length (16 h) 18 �C /24 �Ca Wageningen, Netherlands F3 (115 lines)
04wi 24/09/2004 Heated greenhouse Controlled day length (16 h) 18 �C /24 �Ca Wageningen, Netherlands DH (135 lines)
05spnl 03/03/2005 Heated greenhouse Controlled day length (16h) 18 �C /24 �Ca Wageningen, Netherlands DH (135 lines)
05au 15/07/2005 Open field Natural day length (14–16 h) 7 �C /30 �C Wageningen, Netherlands DH (135 lines)

BC (136 plants)

a Here night/day temperatures settings are listed. Since there was no cooling in the greenhouse, temperatures during daytime were occasionally
higher than 24 �C.

Table 2. List of traits analysed

Trait type Trait name ABS Trait description Scale

Flowering time Flowering time FL Days from sowing to appearance of the first open flower days
Seed-related trait Seed pod length SPL Length between pedicel of silique and top of beak (Fig. 1) mm

Seed pod width SPW Width at the lengthwise midpoint of each silique (Fig. 1) mm
Beak length SBL Length between the top of silique and the top of beak (Fig. 1) mm
Seed colour SC Scored as 1, yellow; 2, yellow brown; 3, light brown; 4, brown; 5, dark brown 1–5
Seed weight SW The mean seed weight, obtained by weighting 2 to 5 seed lots each of

20 seeds
mg

Growth-related trait Plant height PH Height from ground to the apical point of plant at flowering stage cm
Branches PB The number of main branches number

Leaf trait Leaf edge shape LES Scored as 1, entire; 2, slightly serrated; 3, intermediate serrated; 4, much serrated 1–4
Leaf trichomes LT Hair on leaf surface scored as 0-hair absent, 1-hair present before flowering 0–1
Leaf number LN Number of leaves before flowering number
Leaf lobes LB Scored as 0, absent; 1, present 0–1
Lamina length LL From base of petiole to tip of lamina (Fig. 1) cm
Lamina width LW Lamina width at the widest point (Fig. 1) cm
Petiole length PL From base of petiole to bottom of lamina (Fig. 1) cm
Leaf area LA The whole surface of full leaf cm2

Leaf index LI Ratio of LL to LW, LL/LW ratio
Turnip trait Turnip formation TF Qualitative score of turnip formation (1–4 scale, Fig. 1) 1–4

Turnip shoots TS Number of shoots on the turnip (Fig. 1) number
Turnip length TL Length from the top to bottom of turnip, measured by vernier caliper (Fig. 1) mm
Turnip width TWi Width at the widest point, measured by vernier caliper (Fig. 1) mm
Turnip weight TWe The mean weight of each turnip after harvesting g
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JWF3p map based on the QTL positions of flowering time detected
in this study (Table 3).

Statistical analysis of phenotypic data

Statistical analysis for distribution and correlation were performed
in Genstat 8.1. We also conducted a Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) in Genstat 8.1 on the line means for the flower, seed, leaf,
and turnip-related traits to evaluate the correlations between the
various traits.

QTL analysis

QTL analysis was done for each experiment and population
separately. The computer software MAPQTL 5.0 was used to
perform QTL analysis using both interval mapping (IM) and
multiple-QTL model mapping (MQM) methods (Van Ooijen,
2004). The analysis started with the interval-mapping test to find
putative QTL. MQM analysis was then performed to locate QTL
precisely after the automatic selection of cofactors in the vicinity of
QTL. Only significant markers at P <0.02 were used as cofactors in
the multiple QTL detection. A map interval of 5 cM was used for
both IM and MQM analyses. A permutation test was applied to
each data set (1000 repetitions) to decide the LOD (Logarithm of
Odds) thresholds (P¼0.05). LOD values of 2.9 for F2/3, 2.0 for DH-

38, DH-30, and BC1 were used as a significance threshold for the
presence of a candidate QTL. For each QTL, two-LOD support
intervals were established as approximately 95% confidence
intervals. Graphic representations of maps were produced by
Mapchart software (Voorrips, 2002).

Results

Natural variation in flowering time and
morphological traits

The five parental lines belong to different morpho-types
and displayed variation for flowering time, seed traits,
plant height, leaf traits, and turnip traits (Table 4; Fig. 1).
Transgression beyond the parental values within the
analysed populations was observed for most of the
measured traits including those for which parental values
hardly differed, such as seed pod width (SPW) and leaf
width (LW) in DH-38. The flowering time ranged from 17
d to 132 d within populations, depended on growing
season, the parental genotypes, and locations, and was
transgressive in both directions in DH-38, DH-30, and

Fig. 1. Pictorial representation of measurement and variation of parental lines and populations. (a) Measurement of seedpod (A), leaf (B), and turnip
traits (C). Leaf edge shape (LES) classifications are indicated in B from left to right 1–4. Turnip formation classifications are indicated in C from left
to right 1–4. For detail descriptions see Table 2. (b) An example of the variation for leaf traits and turnip traits of parental accessions VT-115 and YS-
143 and selected individuals from population DH-30 (for leaf traits) and BC1 (for turnip trait) displaying all phenotypic variations.
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BC1. In the RC-CC F2/3 population transgression for
flowering time was only towards lateness as the RC-144
parent always had the shortest flowering time. The
flowering time for the F2/3 and DH populations was, for
each population, determined three times, with mean values
and ranges differing considerably. However, a strong
positive correlation between different experiments was
observed within populations, with correlation coefficients

r¼0.31–0.61 in F2/3, r¼0.76–0.81 in DH-38, and r¼0.87–
0.90 in DH-30.
Nine leaf traits were measured in the RC-CC F2/3 and

the two DH populations before flowering. YS-143, the
common parent of the two DH populations, had an
average petiole length (PL) of 12.3 cm; the PC-175 parent
had a short petiole of only 3.8 cm, while VT-115 had no
petiole. Within populations the petiole length ranged from

Table 3. Markers from JWF3p reference map for comparative study

Flowering time related genes Copies R-group Gene target and flanking markers in JWF3p map

FLOWERING LOCUS C FLC1 R10 BrFLC1;KS50150;KS50190;KS50240
FLC2 R02 BrFLC2;KS50320;KS50030;KS50170
FLC3 R03 KS20520;KS50270;KS50300;KS50140; KS50090;BRMS008;BRMS043
FLC5 R03 KS20470;BRMS043;

FLOWERING LOCUS T Fta R07 KS31001;KS31100;KS11440;KS11310;KS11280;BRMS040;BRMS036
Ftbc R02 KS31020;KS50260;KS10420

FLOWERING LOCUS CA FCA R01 KS40460;KS40282;KS50200;KS40660;KS40551
VERNALIZATION RESPONSE 2 VRN2 R08 Ra2E02;BRMS088
CONSTANS CO R03 BRMS042;KS30251;KS30180;KS30200;KS30040
MADS AFFECTING FLOWERING MAF R02 BrMAF2;BRMS026;KS10420;KS50460;KS51090
LEAFY LFY R06 KS10280;KS10321;KS10410;KS30830;KS51082;BRMS014;

Table 4. Phenotypic values of parental lines and corresponding populations

Trait F2/3 DH-38 DH-30 BC1

CC-156 RC-144 Mean Range YS-143 PC-175 Mean Range VT-115 Mean Range Mean Range

Flowering time 04sp 107.8 40.8 70.9 40.0–122.0 – – – – – – – – –
Flowering time 04wi –a – – – – – 86.3 39.0–128.0 – 89.2 46.0–132.0 – –
Flowering time 05spc 3.0 1.0 2.1 1.0–3.0 45.0 54.0 58.2 35.0–87.0 77.0 39.3 17.0–69.0 – –
Flowering time 05wi ndb 27.4 46.6 27.3–66.2 – – – – – – – – –
Flowering time 05au – – – – 45.0 51.0 52.0 39.0–63.0 59.0 50.9 39.0–69.0 56.4 48.0–71.0
Seed pot length – – – – 70.0 45.3 43.0 20.4–67.4 54.4 39.2 0.0–61.9 – –
Seed pot width – – – – 5.0 5.7 4.9 2.6–7.9 3.7 4.5 0.0–6.9 – –
Seed beak length – – – – 20.5 6.4 9.4 2.5–18.8 10.9 10.7 32.2 – –
Seed colour – – – – 1.0 5.0 2.9 1–5 5.0 2.4 1–5 – –
Seed weight 04sp 2.25 1.05 1.3 0.5–2.2 – – – – – – – – –
Seed weight 05sp – 1.15 1.8 1.0–2.7 – – – – – – – – –
Plant height 16.5 19.1 33.3 10.0–67.5 – – – – – – – – –
Plant branches – – – – 6.0 – – – 8.0 7.5 3.8–15.0 8.0 0.0–17.0
Leaf edge shape 04sp 2.0 3.0 2.3 1.0–4.0 – – – – – – – – –
Leaf edge shape 05wi 2.0 3.0 1.9 1.0–3.9 – – – – – – – – –
Leaf trichomes 04sp 1.0 0.0 0.3 0.0–1.0 – – – – – – – – –
Leaf trichomes 05sp 1.0 0.0 0.3 0.0–1.0 – – – – – – – – –
Leaf number 04sp 9.0 5.0 6.8 4.0–13.0 – – – – – – – – –
Leaf number 05wi 18.8 5.0 13.2 6.5–20.8 – – – – – – – – –
Leaf lobes 05wi 0.0 1.0 0.4 0.0–1.0 – – – – – – – – –
Leaf lobes 05au – – – – 2.0 0 2.2 1.0–4.0 0 1.9 1.0–4.0 – –
Leaf length 33.4 4.8 24.7 8.8–44.8 12.2 9.0 10.7 4.7–19.2 32.9 13.9 6.4–25.7 – –
Lamina width 21.5 1.7 10.7 4.3–19.8 8.5 8.4 10.9 4.0–18.23 9.4 7.6 4.3–11.3 – –
Petiole length – – – – 12.3 3.8 5.7 0.1–13.0 0.1 6.2 0.1–13.8 – –
Lamina area – – – – 71.6 59.4 103.4 15.5–266.1 160.6 68.8 27.7–160.9 – –
Leaf index – – – – 41.0 29.7 39.5 15.6–67.5 74.1 37.8 21.6–66.9 – –
Turnip formation – – – – 1 – – – 4.0 2.0 1–3.8 – –
Turnip shoot – – – – 0.0 – – – 5.0 2.6 0.0–14.0 3.7 0.0–11.0
Turnip length – – – – 0.1 – – – 72.0 51.4 25.2–82.6 57.7 35.0–80.0
Turnip width – – – – 2.0 – – – 22.0 14.0 5.18–39.0 43.0 18.0–96.0
Turnip weight – – – – 5.4 – – – 243.0 11.3 0.77–53.6 94.5 23.0–271.0

a –, Not measured in the corresponding population.
b nd, No data because of no flowering at 130 d after sowing.
c 1, early; 2, middle; 3, late.
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0 cm to 13 cm. Turnip-related traits, like weight, length,
and width of the turnip, could only be measured in the
DH-30 and BC1 populations. In the BC1, all progenies
had some degree of taproot thickening (Fig. 1b), and the
mean value of turnip length (57.5 mm), turnip width (43.0
mm), and turnip weight (94.5 g) was higher compared to
plants of DH-30 grown in the open field in 2005.
All the morphological traits were grouped into five

classes: flowering time measured in different growth
seasons, seed-related traits, growth-related traits, leaf traits,
and turnip traits (Table 2). A PCA analysis was performed
for all 17 traits representing the five classes per population
(see Supplementary Table S1 at JXB online).
The positive correlation between flowering time and

turnip traits was further analysed in the BC1 population
(Fig. 2). Strong correlations were revealed between
different turnip traits and flowering time in a backcross
population (BC1) of 136 individuals. A number of
significant genetic correlations were detected among the
different turnip traits. The turnip width, length, and weight

were positively correlated with each other (correlation
coefficient r¼0.49–0.89), but also with flowering time
(correlation coefficient r¼0.57–0.67).

QTL mapping

Flowering time: For flowering time, a total of eight QTL
(FLQTLn) were identified on R01, R02, R03, R06, R07,
R08, and R10 in four different populations evaluated in
different growing seasons, three in F2/3, three in DH-38,
four in DH-30, and one in BC1 (Table 5; Fig. 3). In
RC-CC F2/3, the explained variation per QTL was
generally lower (8.9–24.6%) than in the DH populations
(13.4–59.3%). A large percentage of phenotypic variance
(17.7–59.3%) was explained by FLQTL-2 on R02 in the
DH populations. This QTL was detected in all populations,
growing seasons, and conditions. FLQTL-6 was detected
in both F2 and DH30 populations. However, other FLQTL
were only detected in a single population and each QTL
explained 15.1–19.7% of the phenotypic variation.

Fig. 2. Scatter plot matrix of turnip and flowering time traits generated from BC1 population. The histograms along the diagonal provide a visual
representation of the phenotypic variance for each of the traits. The off-diagonal scatter plots provide a visual representation of the correlation among
the traits.
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To investigate whether the same or different QTL
positions were identified in the different populations,
linkage maps were compared based on the common AFLP
or SSR markers. In order to compare with the JWF3p map
for flowering time QTL, 51 SSRs were screened against
five parental lines and finally 10 loci were mapped to
different linkage groups. The largest flowering time QTL,
FLQTL-2 at the top of R02, was detected in the interval of
ks50030 and P23M47115.6 in DH38 population and in
this region BrFLC2 was located according to the JWF3p
map. In the F2/3 population FLQTL-2 also co-segregated
with the SSR marker BrFLC2. There was strong overlap
of the 2-LOD support intervals for this QTL across all the
four populations. FLQTL-3 in DH-38 and FLQTL-4 in
F2/3 are located on the same linkage group R03 but at
different locations, FLQTL-3 located near marker
BRMS043 and FLQTL-4 was mapped in the F2/3
population at the top of R03, both of them far away from
the flowering-time-related genes BrFLC5, BrFLC3, and
CO. FLQTL-5 on R06 was near marker KS51082 where

LFY is located, and FLQTL-6 on R07 is close to one copy
of the flowering time gene FT. FLQTL-8 on R08 located
close to the VNR2 gene and FLQTL-7 colocalized with
BrFLC1.
The FLQTLn detected in the populations were not always

identical in different growing seasons and at different
locations, indicating genotype3environment effects, which
could reflect the effects of temperature and day-length
response on the expression of these flowering time QTL.
The major QTL FLQTL-2 on R02 was detected in all
experiments (FL04sp, FL04wi, FL05sp, FL05wi, and
FL05au) but other QTL were sensitive to environment; for
example, FLQTL-5 on R06 was not detected in the open
field experiment in DH-30 and FLQTL-7 on R10 was not
detected in spring season 2005 in the greenhouse in DH-38.
In the F2/3 and DH populations, the earlier parent RC-

144 or YS-143 always contributed alleles that decreased
flowering time except for FLQTL-4 and FLQTL-3 on
R03, which were detected in spring 2005 in Beijing and
autumn 2005 in Wageningen, respectively (Fig. 3). At

Table 5. Results of QTL analyses of measured traits in four B. rapa populations

For trait abbreviation see Table 1; Exp: phenotypic variation explained. The position on the linkage group in Fig. 3 based on common SSR or AFLP
markers. H-middle: higher-middle; L-middle: Lower middle. The accurate position for each population is indicated in Table S2.

QTL Trait Population Linkage group Positiona LOD Exp%

FLQTL-1 FL04wi DH-30 R01 Middle 2.25 13.4
FLQTL-2 FL04sp, FL04wi,

FL05sp, FL05wi,
FL05au

F2/3, DH-38, DH-30,
BC1

R02 Top 2.17–9.66 8.9–59.3

FLQTL-3 FL05au DH-38 R03 Bottom 2.00 19.7
FLQTL-4 FL05sp F2/3 R03 Top 5.01 9.3
FLQTL-5 FL04wi DH-30 R06 Middle 2.42 18.3
FLQTL-6 FL04sp, FL05au F2/3 R07 H-middle 4.26–6.02 14.3–15.1
FLQTL-7 FL05au DH-38 R10 Top 2.70 17.9
FLQTL-8 FL05sp DH30 R08 Middle 4.69 11
SPQTL-1 SPL DH-38 R01 Middle 2.70 11.1
SPQTL-2 SBL DH-38 R05 Top 3.87 20.3
SPQTL-3 SPL, SBL, SPW DH-38, DH-30 R07 H-middle 4.68–6.39 27.2–38.1
SPQTL-4 SBL DH-30 R09 H-middle 3.08 25.5
SCQTL-1 SC DH-38, DH-30 R09 Middle 10.18–12.58 61.7–65.5
SWQTL-1 SW04sp, SW05sp F2/3 R03 Middle 2.30–3.25 10.2–11.6
SWQTL-2 SW05sp F2/3 R08 H-middle 4.22 17.6
PHQTL-1 PH F2/3 R02 H-middle 6.17 15.7
PHQTL-2 PH F2/3 R03 Top 3.00 8.9
PHQTL-3 PH F2/3 R07 H-middle 9.43 23.9
LQTL-1 LB05wi, LN05wi, LL,

PL, LA
F2/3, DH-38 R02 H-middle 2.20–6.12 10.3–25.8

LQTL-2 LES04sp F2/3 R02 L-middle 3.32 6.5
LQTL-3 LES04sp, LES05wi,

LW, LI
F2/3, DH-38 R03 Bottom 3.04–6.44 20.5–26.4

LQTL-4 LW, LA, LI F2/3, DH-30 R05 Middle 2.33–3.16 7.0–24.2
LQTL-5 LB05wi, LW, LL, LI F2/3, DH-38, DH-30 R06 Middle 2.12–6.07 12.5–22.5
LQTL-6 LES04sp F2/3 R06 L-middle 3.47 9.1
LQTL-7 LL, LW, LB05wi,

LN04sp, LN05wi, PL,
LI

F2/3, DH-30 R07 H-middle 3.41–6.03 13.7–21.9

LQTL-8 LA DH-38 R08 H-middle 2.15 10.6
LQTL-9 LW, LL F2/3 R08 Bottom 2.98–3.05 9.4–11.2
LQTL-10 LW, LA, LL DH-38 R09 H-middle 2.00–2.53 10.8–12.6
TuQTL-1 TF, TS, TL, TWi, TWe DH-30, BC1 R02 Top 4.74–7.08 24.0–40.0
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Fig. 3. Locations of QTL for the traits analysed in the four mapping populations. The linkage groups of different maps are aligned based on common
SSR (S1–S10) or common AFLP markers (P Lou et al., unpublished data). The lengths of the arrows indicate the 2-LOD support intervals. The traits
(see abbreviations in Table 2) are indicated above each column. The direction of the arrow’s head indicates the allelic effect: upward, RC-144
increases and CC-156 decreases for F2/3, YS-143 increases and PC-175/VT-115 decreases in DH-38 and DH-30; downward: CC-156 increases and
RC-144 decreases, YS-143 decreases and PC-175/VT-115 increases in DH-38 and DH-30. The filling pattern of arrows refers to different groups of
phenotypic traits. Flowering time; seed; plant height; leaf; turnip. S1a, BRMS096; S1b, Ra2G09; S1c, BRMS037; S2a, Na12H09; S2b, BrFLC2; S2c
KS50030; S2d, BrMAF; S3a, BRMS043; S3b, BRMS042; S3c, BrFLC3; S5a, BRMS034; S5b, BRMS007; S5c, Ra3H10; S6a, BRMS014; S6b,
Na12H07; S6c, KS51082; S7a, BRMS018; S7b, Ol12E03; S7c, Ra2A01; S7d, BRMS036; S8, Ra2E12; S9a, BRMS051; S9b, Na10A08; S9c,
Ol12F02; S9d, Ol10D08; S10, BrFLC1.
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these loci CC-156 and PC-175 contributed the earlier
flowering time alleles.

Seed and seedpod traits: Four QTL were detected for
seedpod traits (SPQTLn) and one QTL for seed coat
colour (SCQTL-1) in the two DH populations, and two
QTL for seed weight (SWQTLn) in the RC-CC F2/3
population. The proportion of total variation explained by
each QTL ranged from 11.1% to 38.1% for seed pod
traits, 61.7% to 65.5% for seed coat colour, and 10.2% to
17.6% for seed weight (Table 5; Fig. 3).
Two genomic regions, on R05 and R09, each harboured

a single seedpod trait (SBL) in DH-38, and one genomic
region on R07 affected three seedpod traits (SPL and SBL
in DH-38, SPW in DH-30). In both the DH-38 and DH-30
population, one major genomic region on R09 affected
seed coat colour (SC) with a high explained phenotypic
variation (>60%) and LOD value (>10.0), indicating an
almost monogenic inheritance of the yellow seed trait
derived from YS-143. In RC-CC F2/3 one genomic region
in the middle of R03 affected seed weight (SW) and was
detected in the 2004 and 2005, with the RC-144 allele
decreasing seed weight.

Growth-related and leaf traits: Three QTL affecting plant
height (PHQTLn) were detected on R02, R03, and R07 in
the RC-CC F2/3 population, explaining 23.9, 15.7, and
8.9% of the phenotypic variation respectively. Two
markers, E33M51-7CC and BRMS037, 10 cM apart on
R01, were linked with the number of leaf trichomes
(LT04sp and LT05sp). QTL for the number of branches
(PB) in DH-30 and BC1 populations could not be detected.
Ten QTL for leaf traits (LQTLn), distributed over seven

linkage groups, were detected in the F2/3 and DH
populations; the proportion of total variation explained by
each QTL ranged from 6.5% to 26.4% (Table 5). The five
different parents contributed alleles with effects in both
directions to most of these traits (Fig. 3). Seven genomic
regions affected two or more leaf traits, where LW co-
segregated with other leaf traits (LL, LA, LI, LN or LB).
LQTL-1 on R02, LQTL-3 on R03, LQTL-4 on R05,
LQTL-5 on R06, and LQTL-7 on R07 were detected in
multiple populations, related to multiple traits, and
appeared to be the major QTL affecting leaf size in the
used populations. Two genomic regions (LQTL-2 on R02
and LQTL-6 on R06) affected only leaf edge shape
(LES04sp) and represent loci for leaf serration. It is hard
to conclude whether LQTL-8 on R08 maps in the same
region as LQTL-9 on R08 because only one common SSR
marker connects the R08 maps of F2/3 and DH-38.

Turnip formation

One major QTL for turnip-related traits (TuQTL-1) was
detected both in the DH-30 and the BC1 population
(Table 5; Fig. 3) and this QTL co-located with FLQTL-2

on the top of R02. In the BC1 population the TuQTL-1
explained about 24.0% of variation and in DH-30 this
QTL explained 36.7–40.0% of the variation.

Clustering of QTL

Several QTL positions were detected, where one locus
controlled multiple traits, and which are possibly physio-
logically related. Many QTL co-localized at the top of
R02, mainly for flowering time, but also for leaf traits in
the F2/3 and for turnip formation in both the DH-30 and
BC1 population (Fig. 3). Clusters of QTL were also
detected in the middle of R06 and above the middle of
R07. Clustering of QTL was consistent with the strong
genetic correlations observed among specific traits (e.g.
turnip and flowering traits, Fig. 2), which is also obvious
from the PCA for the traits that have significant loadings
for the respective PCA component.

Discussion

Flowering time

In this study, QTL were mapped for flowering time in
four different populations derived from crosses between
diverse parental morpho-types. This multiple population
approach has the advantage that alleles of five parental
accessions can be evaluated and revealed a large number
of genomic regions harbouring allelic variation for flower-
ing time. Eight possible genomic regions on seven linkage
groups affected flowering time, two of them (FLQTL-2,
FLQTL-6) were detected in different conditions, suggest-
ing that they are not, or only marginally, affected by the
environment. Some of the flowering-related QTL
(FLQTLn) that were found co-localized with previously
published QTL detected in other B. rapa populations. In
Fig. 4, maps of linkage groups are depicted with the map
positions of flowering-time-related genes and with posi-
tions of QTL identified in this study.

Role of FLC paralogues in regulation of flowering time

A number of FLC paralogues (BrFLC1, BrFLC2,
BrFLC3, and BrFLC5) were mapped in this and previous
studies (Schranz et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2006). In
previous QTL analyses of flowering time in Brassica,
evidence has been presented for a role of FLCs as
candidate genes underlying flowering time in B. napus, B.
oleracea, and B. rapa (Osborn et al., 1997; Schranz et al.,
2002; Okazaki et al., 2007). CO and FLC are linked on
Arabidopsis chromosome 5 (15 cM apart) and based on
the synteny between Arabidopsis and Brassica (Parkin
et al., 2005; Schranz et al., 2006) they are linked in
Brassica as well. In other studies, CO and COL1 are
mentioned as candidate genes underlying flowering time
QTL in B. nigra (Lagercrantz et al., 2002; Osterberg
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et al., 2002). Axeisson et al. (2001) identified flowering
time QTL in B. oleracea, B. juncea, B. nigra, and B. rapa
and mapped the candidate genes CO and FLC. Their data
were consistent with a role for duplicated copies of the
ancestral genes as candidates underlying flowering time
QTL and they suggested the CO gene as the candidate
(Axeisson et al., 2001).
The use of SSR markers allowed the alignment of our

maps to the B. rapa reference maps and to compare QTL
positions between populations. Our data suggest that
several of the flowering time loci correspond to the map
positions of FLC paralogues. Four FLC homologues,
BrFLC1, BrFLC2, BrFLC3, and BrFLC5, have been
cloned in B. rapa, and mapped using in situ hybridization,

and genetic mapping with AFLPs or linked SSR markers
(Kim et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2006). BrFLC2 is mapped
on the top of R02 and BrFLC3 (a and b) is mapped on the
bottom of R03 between SSR marker BRMS043 and
BRMS008. BrFLC2 was located on R02 using SSR
markers in the F2/3, DH-38, and DH-30 populations, and
co-localized with the major FLQTL-2 on R02. BRFLC5
was mapped on the lower middle of R03, 33 cM from
BrFLC3. BrFLC1 was mapped on the top of R10 at the
same position as FlQTL-7 identified in DH38 only in
autumn 2005.
FLQTL-4 locates at the top of R03 in the RC-CC F2/3

population, which is the position of the FR2 flowering
time QTL (Osborn et al., 1997), co-localizing with

Fig. 4. Comparative map of flowering time QTL (FLQTLn) with gene target markers in Brassica rapa integrated map. The SSR markers that are
used for alignment with the JWF3p map (www.Brassica-rapa.org) are indicated in italic. The mapped flowering time gene markers are indicated in
bold. Flowering-time-related genes that have not been mapped in our populations but are placed on the map based on their position in the JWF3p
map (Jungsun Kim; personal communication) are indicated in bold and underlined. The black boxes represent the FLQTL identified in this study.
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BrFLC5 (Schranz et al., 2002). The orientation of the
different maps compared to the JW3p reference map was
based on a number of SSRs. However, only one SSR
(BRMS043) was common between the F2/3 and the DH pop-
ulations. The position of FLQTL-4 relative to FLQTL-3
both on R03 could not be determined and therefore
BrFLC5 may not be a candidate for FLQTL-4. FLQTL-3
maps between BrFLC-5 and Br-FLC-3 on R03, at
a synthetic position compared to a B. oleracea flowering
time QTL identified by Okazaki et al. (2007).
FLQTL-2 colocalizing with FLC2 on R02 determines

the flowering differences between the early oil types and
the other middle late morpho-types. Loci that are
detected only in some of the populations that were
studied here represent loci that differ between the
different parental vegetable types used. This QTL also
shows a significant genotype3environment interaction
because the explained variance was much lower after
vernalization (data not shown) and when plants did grow
under low temperature field conditions. This is in agree-
ment with the described effects on FLC of which the
expression is reduced by cold (Koornneef et al., 2004).
Schranz et al. (2002) also found for the FR-1 locus,
which most likely is the same as FLQTL-2, that it ex-
plains more variation without vernalization.

Role of other flowering-time-related genes

In Arabidopsis, a number of additional flowering-related
genes were described and were shown to interact in
a network. Examples are FT (FLOWERING LOCUS T),
LFY (LEAFY), and VNR2 (VERNALIZATION2). Co-
localization of flowering time QTL with flowering-related
genes renders them candidate genes for the FLQTL. In B.
rapa, one FT paralogue was recently mapped on R07
(BrFTa) close to SSR marker BRMS036 (Jungsun Kim;
personal communication); FLQTL-6 in F2/3 maps near this
SSR marker BRMS036 on R07 (S7d, Fig. 4). One LFY
paralogue has been mapped on the lower middle of R06
(Kim et al., 2006) while also FLQTL-5 in DH-30 was
mapped on the middle of R06. Lack of common SSRs in
this region makes map comparison of FLQTL-5 and
BrLFY not possible. FLQTL-8 co-localizes with VRN2,
a gene in the vernalization response pathway.

Turnip formation

In the present study, a single QTL for each of the traits
turnip width, weight, and length was detected at the top of
R02 which co-localizes with the major flowering time
QTL (FLQTL-2). This co-localization of QTL can either
be explained by tight linkage or pleiotropy, or by epistasy
of flowering time over turnip formation because a plant
that flowers early allocates its energy to flower formation
and developing seeds, while turnip formation requires the
redirection of most assimilates to the roots.

Other morphological traits and genetic architecture of
trait variation

Besides flowering time and turnip formation, a genetic
analysis of other morphological traits is provided. A
number of QTL underlying these traits in the populations
are observed at many loci throughout the whole genome.
Typically, the parental accessions contained alleles that
both increased and decreased leaf phenotypes, resulting in
large transgressive segregation within the population.
Co-location of QTL for phenotypic traits are found in

many cases, indicating that these loci may have an overall
effect on plant development and suggest a pattern of
genetic integration of morphological traits. For example,
the genomic regions at the top of R02 and the higher
middle of R07 affect seed traits, growth-related traits, leaf
traits, flowering time, and turnip formation, in which
multiple linked genes or pleiotropic loci controlling
related developmental characteristics may be involved.
On the other hand LQTL-5 on R06 was identified across
all the populations affecting specifically leaf traits
(LB05wi, LW, LL, and LI). QTL for leaf serration (LES)
did not colocalize with other leaf traits (LL, LW, LA, and
LI), suggesting independent inheritance. This was also the
case for the seed colour QTL (SCQTL), mapping near
SSR markers, Na10A08 and Ol12F02, of which Na10A08
showed a strong association with seed coat colour in
Brassica juncea (Padmaja et al., 2005).
The coincidence of QTL locations generally supports

the observed phenotypic correlations, such as flowering
time and turnip formation mentioned above. The QTL
clusters in this study, such as the genomic regions on R02,
R03, R06, and R07, reflect the genetic correlations
between the traits studied. Presently more floral traits
(petal and sepal development) are being measured to
investigate the correlation between floral and leaf traits
further, for which in Arabidopsis a weak correlation was
observed and differentiation between floral and vegetative
modules was suggested (Juenger et al., 2000).

Supplementary data

Supplementary data are available at JXB online in Table
S1 giving a list of all the PCA and QTL analysis results of
flowering time and morphological traits in all the
populations.
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